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Sirena
2010-07

sirena is a young chamorro girl who loves nature she ignores her chores as usual to go
swimming in the sparkling river at a time in guam s history when all is pristine her mother
utters a curse that will forever change sirena s life unless her godmother can help based on a
universal tail of the mystery and origin of mermaids sirena a mermaid legend from guam is a
retelling of a classic for the next generation of chamorro children and all to dive into

Chamorro Legends on the Island of Guam
1993

legend of the children of guam s green jungle is an eco fable for elder children and their heirs
the green life is a good life the ever children of the green jungle live a carefree and joyful life
on their tiny remote tropical island they laugh and play they tell stories around the evening
fire and are blessed with the abundance of fish and fruits that the island provides life is good
life is green but changes are ahead as the skies darken and the sea grows dark green
strangers begin to arrive and the children are forced into accepting new ways new thoughts
and new lives the spirit of the green children is challenged to survive join the children on this
journey and remember the green throughout history cultures have risen been established
conquered assimilated and have evolved this has occurred worldwide as transportation
improves technology advances and as nations continue to expand and dominate legend of
the children of guam s green jungle explores what happens to native cultures that are
subjected to progress in an ever changing world the struggle remains in those cultures that
survive to preserve a sense of self identity this short story written as an eco fable for children
young adults and future generations explores the struggles of a native island population
through five hundred years of occupation by three conquering nations as they strive to hold
on to their original heritage it is a story of a people dominated by others who submitted to
change that may not have been sought after and of survival it is a story that could be applied
to many other populations some that have disappeared completely and others that continue
to struggle for their identity it is a story of all time and a story of our time

Legend of the Children of Guam's Green Jungle
2015-10-07

legends from the northern mariana islands and guam palau yap chuuk pohnpei kosrae and
the republic of the marshall islands are interwoven with historical interludes and beautiful
woodcut illustrations

Micronesian Legends
2002
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this is a retelling of the guam legend why the bittern is thin this legend tells of two friends
who made a promise to each other find out what happens to the two friends when the
promise becomes hard to keep 8 1 2 x 8 1 2 color large print picture book perfect for little
ones who want to read about the legends of guam more guam storybook series books coming
soon

Guam Series Storybook
2023-09-23

what are taotaomo na they are supernatural ancestral spirits of guam read about them in this
picture book

Guam Storybook Series
2023-10-06

chamoru legends retells twelve chamoru legends and features personal reflections from
author teresita lourdes perez unique illustrations of each legend by guam artists and versions
of the legends in the chamoru language by maria ana tenorio rivera the book includes
chamoru classics like the story of the siblings who created the universe the two lovers who
were pushed to the edge of a cliff because their union was forbidden and the tale of the son
who leapt an island away to escape his jealous father chamoru legends is the 2020
independent publisher book awards bronze medal recipient for best regional fiction for
australia new zealand pacific rim it is a reversible book featuring the legends in english on
one side and in chamoru on the other through multiple layers of interpretation the book
weaves together strips of wisdom and cultural lessons like the leaves used to shape the
chamoru guåfak or mat upon which the earliest chamoru storytellers sat sharing their
versions of these timeless tales

Chamoru Legends
2019-11-14

offering rare insight to chamorro and carolinian cultures this book contains legends poems
folklore history traditions rhymes and riddles and scary stories collected from the elders and
the youth of the marianas islands

Marianas Island Legends
2001

collects forty three historical or traditional stories from the pacific islands including creation
myths and stories of gods heroes and ordinary people amazon com
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Hemplon Nana Siha
2001

a comprehensive ethnohistory of the earliest people to settle the mariana islands maps line
drawings glossary bibliography and index

Pacific Island Legends
1999

in the years since the japanese war crimes trials concluded the proceedings have been
colored by charges of racism vengeance and guilt in this book tim maga contends that in the
trials good law was practiced and evil did not go unpunished the defendants ranged from
lowly japanese imperial army privates to former prime ministers since they did not represent
a government for which genocide was a policy pursuit their cases were more difficult to
prosecute than those of nazi war criminals in contrast to nuremberg the efforts in tokyo guam
and other locations throughout the pacific received little attention by the western press once
the cold war began america needed pacific allies and the atrocities committed by japanese
soldiers throughout the 1930s and early 1940s were rarely mentioned the trials were
described as phony justice and japan bashing keenan and his compatriots adopted criminal
court tactics and established precedents in the conduct of war crimes trials that still stand
today maga reviews the context for the trials recounts the proceedings and concludes that
they were in fact decent examples of american justice and fair play

Ancient Chamorro Society
1992

oceanic voices european quills celebrates the linguistic historiography of two oceanic poles
the northwest pacific s chamorro of guam and the northern marianas was the first 16th
century and the southeast pacific s rapanui of easter island one of the last 19th century of
the austronesian tongues to inspire linguistic investigation within greater oceania these
pioneering efforts are honored in nine articles which document translate chronicle describe
and analyze the earliest relics from these two island cultures this collection of articles reveals
fundamental insights not only into earlier stages of both chamorro and rapanui but also into
the very discipline of linguistic historiography in one of earth s humanly richest and most
fascinating regions

Judgment at Tokyo
2001

from creative minds worldwide have come fantasy coin issues never listed in any other
comprehensive reference unusual coins includes thousands of issues spawned from the non
circulating legal tender boom but not fitting into the realm of legitimate coinage here you ll
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find coins used by the inhabitants of middle earth in the lord of the rings these are real coins
created by tom maringer of scottsdale ark based on reference to coins in the trilogy unusual
world coins features expanded page count to accommodate over 7 000 photos clear images
of coins detailed descriptive listings over 12 000 accurate market values about the author
george cuhaj is an experienced and accomplished numismatist and researcher an avid
collector with a passion for this hobby he is closely aligned with leaders in the field a past
president of the american medalic sculpture association he is a frequent instructor at the
american numismatic association s summer seminars george is also editor for the standard
catalog of world paper money series thomas michael holds a bachelor of arts degree in
history and a master of arts degree in economics he has more than 20 years of experience
researching and reporting on world coin prices and market trends

Oceanic Voices - European Quills
2015-03-03

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of
california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice
reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality
peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title
was originally published in 1971

Legends of Micronesia
1999

goetzfridt s work demonstrates the dynamics of history each generation considering past
events in light of current realities and contemporary understandings of the world this volume
therefore is important not simply because it provides us with an invaluable and substantial
fount of references that will be supremely useful to teachers scholars and all enthusiasts of
mariana islands history its importance lies also in its packaging as a resource for current and
future generations to understand the changing face and contested space of guam history
from the foreword by anne perez hattori blending bibliographic integrity with absorbing
essays on a wide range of historical interpretations nicholas goetzfridt offers a new approach
to the history of guam here is a treasure trove of ideas historiographies and opportunities
that allows readers to reassess previously held notions and conclusions about guam s past
and the heritage of the indigenous chamorro people particular attention is given to chamorro
perspectives and the impact of more than four hundred years of colonial presences on
micronesia s largest island extensive cross references and generous but targeted samples of
historical narratives compliment the bibliographic essays detailed name and subject indexes
to the book s 326 entries cover accounts and interpretations of the island from ferdinand
magellan s discovery of guahan guam in the chamorro language in 1521 to recent events
including the japanese occupation and the american liberation of guam in 1944 the indexes
enable easy and extensive access to a bounty of information the place index contains both
large and localized geographic realms that are placed vividly in the context of these histories
an insightful foreword by chamorro scholar anne perez hattori is included
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Rabies, Zoonosis Surveillance
1976

for the first time navigating chamoru poetry focuses on indigenous chamoru chamorro poetry
from the pacific island of guåhan guam in this book poet and scholar craig santos perez
navigates the complex relationship between chamoru poetry cultural identity decolonial
politics diasporic migrations and native aesthetics

Leatherneck Legends
2006

written by the leading authorities on the plant diversity and ecology of the pacific islands this
book is a magisterial synthesis of the vegetation and landscapes of the islands of the pacific
ocean it is organized by island group and includes information on geography geology
phytogeographic relationships and human influences on vegetation vegetation of the tropical
pacific islands features over 400 color photographs plus dozens of maps and climate
diagrams the authors efforts in assembling the existing information into an integrated
comprehensive book will be welcomed by biogeographers plant ecologists conservation
biologists and all scientists with an interest in island biology

Guam's Patroness, Santa Marian Kamalen
1984

feel the mach 3 power generated by lockheed s incredibly fast sr 71 blackbird former sr 71
pilot instructor and wing commander richard graham presents the most intriguing sr 71
stories ever told this once highly classified program is fully revealed through the words of
pilots commanders mechanics and instructors involved in the blackbird s creation and flight
testing from grueling reconnaissance missions to the persian gulf conflict this insightful book
tells stories of bravery and daring determination

Unusual World Coins
2011-09-15

winner of the 2017 aspa section on personnel administration and labor relations outstanding
book award this research and policy book examines the role of women in the military and the
overwhelming evidence to date that warranted repealing the combat exclusion policy it
explores the following questions how can the success of women in the mil

NAVENVPREDRSCHFAC Technical Paper
1975
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the legend of sirena is one of the most popular mariana island legends it takes place on the
pacific island of guam by the hagatna river sirena is raised by her mom to become a
responsible girl however her passion and love for the water brings about a struggle and a
new found life in the sea share this legend with your children or grandchildren they will
remember this story for years to come and hopefully tell this tale to their children and
grandchildren our version of this mermaid story is brought to life with pen sketches and close
perspectives of characters that make them come to life

American Folk Legend
2022-05-13

this book is a landmark in folklore studies in the united states it is a virtual cornucopia of
riches and features the work of sixty scholars and practitioners representing a multitude of
approaches to the discipline

American Folk Legend
1979-01-01

本章では描き下ろしのイラストに加え 2017年11月時点で制作済みのすべてのイラストを掲載していく また 制作者によるラフスケッチや解説も添えているので 描かれ
たイラストを見ながらもう一度 ゼルダの伝説 ブレス オブ ザ ワイルド の世界に深く浸っていただきたい

Guahan
2011-03-31

Navigating CHamoru Poetry
2022-01-25

Marianas Islands Military Training
1999

Chart Supplement, Pacific
2017-08-17

Airman
2002
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Enroute IFR Peak Day Charts
1958

Enroute IFR Air Traffic Survey
1963

Enroute IFR Peak Day Charts
1981

Rabies Surveillance
2013-11-26

Vegetation of the Tropical Pacific Islands
1971

SR-71 Blackbird : Stories, Tales, and Legends
1989

Radiological Health Data and Reports
2014-10-15

Agana Bayfront Area Typhoon and Storm Surge
Protection Study, Feasibility Report
2016-10-28

Living Legends and Full Agency
1983
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Sirena
1997

Handbook of American Folklore
1990

Marinas Islands Military Training Plan [GU,AK,AS,HI]
2017-12

Electronic Installations in the Western Pacific,
Relocatable Over-the-horizon Radar (GU,CM)
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